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the best sounds and features are useless if you cant find and use them quickly when
inspiration strikes. addictive drums 2 really excels in this area. every detail from drag-

and-drop audio and midi, to rapid linking and layering, to near-instant kitpiece
swappingis designed to keep you in the creative zone. the clean layout and lighting-
fast workflow include hundreds of individual features that make ad2 fast and familiar

even for first-time users. the attention to detail is impressive in this plugin.
everything from the default drum presets to the inspector, the mixer and the effects

are designed for the home musician. from the pads to the kick pedal, from the hi-
hats to the triggers, everything works great in addictive drums 2. if you need to add

a new sound or mic, youll find a great selection of stock sounds that you can
customize in a snap. did you want the snare to be softer or louder? change a single

parameter and youll have a new sound. need a new sound for your hi-hats? no
problem. a new take on one of your favorite sounds? easy. ad2 may be a complete
drum studio, but its interface is simple enough that anyone can create a killer drum
kit. its easy to get started. youll be able to create stunning drum tracks in minutes,

or spend hours crafting the perfect drum kit. with an impressive sound library, a
robust feature set and a clean interface, addictive drums 2 will inspire you to
produce drum tracks that are unlike anything youve heard before. are you a

drummer who is sick and tired of the same sounds? addictive drums 2 lets you
create new sounds and modify existing ones, making the most of the rich sound
library. the best part is that you can create a new sound just by tweaking a few

parameters, which makes it easy to try out different kits and sounds. whether youre
looking for a new snare, or a new bass sound, or just want to try a new technique on

a hi-hat, its easy with addictive drums 2.
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addictive drums 2 is an all-in-one
drum studio that will allow you to
quickly create realistic drum kits

that will sound as if they are
recorded live. the sounds of blows
contain all sorts of nuances: from
the lightest to the strongest blow.
you can find all of the sounds, as

well as the different articulations of
a single sound, to create your own
personal drum kit. ad2 will give you
everything you need to create your
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own realistic drum kits. from the
sounds of blows, the different

articulations of a single sound, and
the different sounds you can get by
dragging and dropping a source to

a destination to the kitbuilders,
addictive drums 2 will get you up
and running in no time. this drum
kit is the perfect tool for creating a
professional drum sound for your

song, but is also great for creating a
personal sound as well. addictive

drums 2 is an all-in-one drum studio
that will allow you to quickly create
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realistic drum kits that will sound as
if they are recorded live. the sounds

of blows contain all sorts of
nuances: from the lightest to the
strongest blow. the technology

behind the new xln audio addictive
drums 2 is revolutionary: xln audio
addictive drums 2 features the first
mpe engine: a system designed to

replace the traditional midi-to-audio
routing and the traditional asio

driver. it allows you to work
seamlessly with any other mpe or

asio application on the same
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computer without the need for
special drivers. the new system is
faster and more stable than the

traditional systems and allows you
to use the xln audio addictive

drums 2 as an audio driver for other
programs as well as to use all the

features of xln audio addictive
drums 2 as a midi driver for any

other mpe or asio program. it allows
you to use the xln audio addictive

drums 2 as an audio driver for other
programs as well as to use all the

features of xln audio addictive
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drums 2 as a midi driver for any
other mpe or asio program.
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